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We offer considerate after-sales service. If you have any questions for the installation
or usage, you can call us at our toll-free hotline 1-855-999-6677 (24hrs a day, 7 days a
week), or contact us via Amazon Email or the mail box(service@linkind.com) left on
the package.

1. Linkind Account
(1) Register and Log in
At Welcome page, tap “Create account”, then “Agree” the Terms of Service and Privacy
Policy. Input your Email address and password. To guarantee your account safety, ensure the
password comply with the followings:
- At least 6 characters
- 1 upppercase letter
- 1 lowercase letter
- 1 number or symbol

After entering the Email address and password, tap “Create”. Your email box will receive a
verification link. Click the link and return to the Linkind app to sign in.
(2) Forget Password
At Welcome page, tap “Forgot Password?”, input the registered Email address, tap “Reset
password”. You will receive a password reset link in your Email box. Click the link to finish
the password resetting. You can use a new password to log in then.
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(3) Change User Information
Tap
at Home page, then tap at your profile picture to “My Center” page. At this page,
you can change your account information, including your profile picture, user name,
password, and log out or delete account.

2. Wi-Fi Bulb
2.1 Add Wi-Fi Bulb
(1)

Tap
at the top right corner of Home page, select “Lighting” – “Wi-Fi CCT A19” in the
Device List. Plug in the Wi-Fi bulb, tap “Next step”;
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Check if the bulb blinks twice when it is on power. If yes, tap “Take me to my Wi-Fi settings”;
If not, turn on and turn off the bulb alternatively for 6 times, until it blinks twice into pairing
mode, then follow the next step.
(2) Select your Wi-Fi network and enter the right password, tap “Next step”.

(3)

Select Wi-Fi: tap “Take me to my settings”, select “smartlight-***” in the WLAN settings
page. After your phone is connected to “smartlight-**”, return to Linkind APP.

(4)

Wait for about 1 minute, the APP will add the bulb automatically. Then you can choose to
assign your bulb to a room, or tap“+”to create a new room.
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Warm Tips:
If failed to add the Wi-Fi bulb, please check if you have followed the below requirements:
1. Ensure the Wi-Fi network you connect is able to access Internet.
2. Ensure you have entered the correct Wi-Fi password.
3. Ensure the Wi-Fi bulb not added to another Linkind account: Power off the Wi-Fi bulb, then
power on. If it blinks twice, it was not added to any account of Linkind; If no blinks, it means
the bulb was added to a Linkind account already. You cannot add it to your account unless you
reset the Wi-Fi bulb.
4. Wi-Fi bulb resetting: You can reset the Wi-Fi bulb by powering on and off the bulb
consecutively for 6 times.
2.2 Remove Wi-Fi Bulb
The Wi-Fi bulb, if removed, will restore its factory defaults and no longer be listed on your
account. Two ways to remove the bulb:
(1) Long press the bulb you want to remove at Home page, tap
at the top left, tap
“Remove” to delete the bulb.
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(2) Power on and power off the Wi-Fi bulb consecutively for 6 times to reset it.

2.3 Dimming and Settings of Wi-Fi bulb
(1) You can turn on/off the Wi-Fi bulb at Home page.
(2) Tap the Wi-Fi bulb at Home page into the bulb page. Then you can adjust the brightness,
color temperature and color of the bulb.

(3) Tap
at the top right corner of bulb page for setting change. You can set the name, icon
of the bulb and change the room it is listed in.
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3. Zigbee Bulb Kit
3.1 Add Zigbee Bulb Kit
(1) Tap
at the top right corner of Home page, select ”Kit” - “Zigbee Bulb Kit” in the Device
List;
(2) Plug in the Mini Hub and 2 LED Bulbs, tap “Next step”;
(3) Wait for the indicator on the right end of the Mini Hub to flash once per second in green,
then tap “Next step”;
(4) Select Wi-Fi Network: Select your Wi-Fi network and enter the right password, tap “Next
step”.
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(5) Select Wi-Fi: tap “Take me to my settings”, select “Mini-Hub-***” in the WLAN settings page.
After your phone is connected to “Mini-Hub-**”, return to Linkind APP.

(6) Wait for about 1 minute, the APP will add the Zigbee bulb kit automatically, no need to add
the bulbs one by one.
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Warm Tips:
If failed to add the Zigbee bulb kit, please check if you have followed the below requirements:
1. Ensure the Wi-Fi network you connect is able to access Internet.
2. Ensure you have entered the correct Wi-Fi password.
3. Ensure the Zigbee bulb kit not added to another Linkind account.
If still failed after followed above requirements, you can consider to reset both the Mini Hub and
the Zigbee Bulbs. For more information, please refer to “Reset the Mini Hub or the Zigbee Bulb”.
Note:
After the resetting, the Mini Hub and Zigbee bulbs cannot be added as a whole kit in the APP
again. You should add the Mini Hub first, then each Zigbee bulb separately. For details, please
check “Add Mini Hub and Zigbee Bulb Separately”.
3.2 Remove the Mini Hub or the Zigbee Bulb
The Zigbee bulb, if removed, will restore its factory defaults and no longer be listed on your
account. Two ways to remove the Mini Hub or the Zigbee bulb:
(1) Long press the Zigbee bulb or the Mini Hub you want to remove at Home page,tap
at
the top left, tap “Remove” to delete the bulb.
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(2) Reset the Mini Hub or the Zigbee bulb.
3.3 Reset the Mini Hub or the Zigbee Bulb
Reset Mini Hub: Hold and press the reset button on the Mini Hub for 10 seconds and release,
then all the LED indicators will flash quickly. Wait for 40 seconds to complete the resetting.
Reset Zigbee bulb: power on and off the bulb consecutively for 6 times, until it blinks twice when
power on, which means the resetting is done.

4.

Add Mini Hub and Zigbee Bulb Separately

When the Mini Hub and the Zigbee bulb were reset, they cannot be added as a whole again in
the APP. Please follow below steps:
Add Mini Hub first, follow the same steps as the Smart LED Bulb Kit.
Then add Zigbee bulb:
(1) Tap
at the top right corner of Home page, select “Zigbee Bulb Kit” in the Device List;
(2) Re-plug in the Zigbee bulb and it will blink twice. If not, you need to power on and off the
bulb consecutively for 6 times until it blinks twice. Tap “Next step”;
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(3) The APP will automatically search for and add the Zigbee bulb. Once the bulb is found, it will
blink once and be added in the APP. If all bulbs appear at the “Searching For Device” page,
tap “Stop searching” to stop the search. Tap “Test” to check where the connected bulb is.
Tap
to rename the device. In the last step, tap “Done” to finish the adding.

Warm Tips: If you keep failing to add the device, please turn off then turn on the device
when the APP is searching.
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5. Smart Plug
5.1 Add Smart Plug
(1) Tap
at the top right corner of Home page, select “Energy” - “Wi-Fi US Plug” in the Device
List;
(2) Plug in the Smart Plug, tap “Next step”;
(3) The LED indicator will begin blinking green. If not, you should long press the side pairing
button for 5 seconds, then the LED will briefly turn orange and then begin blinking green
again.

(4) Select Wi-Fi Network: Select your Wi-Fi network and enter the right password, tap “Next
step”.
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(4) Select Wi-Fi: tap “Take me to my settings”, select “SmartPlug-****” in the WLAN settings
page. After your phone is connected to “SmartPlug-****”, return to Linkind APP.

(5) Wait for about 1 minute, the APP will add the Smart Plug automatically.
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Warm Tips: The “Electrical use” and “Runtime” bar chart of the smart plug is updated once
an hour.
5.2 Remove Smart Plug
The Smart Plug, if removed, will restore its factory defaults and no longer be listed on your
account. Two ways to remove the bulb:
(1) Long press the Smart Plug you want to remove at Home page, tap
at the top left, tap
“Remove” to delete the bulb.

(3) Long press the side button of the plug, release until the indicator turns orange. The indicator
will blink in green if the resetting is done.
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5.3 Safe Mode or User Mode
Tap
at the top right corner of smart plug page, then tap “Select mode”.
For “Safe mode”, when power outage occurs, the Plug will remain off if powered on again
regardless of its previous status;
For “User mode”, the Plug will keep the previous setting when powered on again after the
outage.
Smart Plug is by default at Safe mode. You’re able to change it as you need.

6. Home Settings
Tap “My Home” at Home page, select “Home Management” into Settings page. You can change
Home name, Home wallpaper here.
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7. Room Settings
(1) Create Room
Tap
at the top left corner of Home page, then tap “Create Room” to add a new Room. At
this page, you can edit the name, icon of the Room, or add unassigned Devices to this Room.
Tap “Save” to complete the settings.
(2) Control devices in different Rooms
Tap
at the top left corner of Home page, you can see all the Rooms listed under “My
Rooms”. You can tap each and every Room to control relevant devices added.
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(3) Edit Room
Tap
at the top left corner of Home page, select the corresponding Room to next page.
tap
at the top right corner into Room Settings page. You can edit the icon, name of the
Room, add or remove your devices into or from the Room.
(4) Remove Room
Tap “Remove” to delete the Room. Once it is removed, devices in previous Room will be
moved to “Everything Else” automatically.

8. Scenes
Scenes function enables you save many customized smart home scenes you like. You can quickly
switch to the scene you prefer if needed.
(1) Add Scene
At Scenes page, tap one of the 6 default templates or tap
at the top right corner to add
a new Scene.
At Add Scene page, fill in a Scene name and select a Scene icon. Tap
to select Devices
you want to include in this scene, then tap
on the left, to designate specific status of
Devices in the Scene.
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Set all Devices you need, then tap “Save” to complete the Scene settings. At Scene page,
taping the corresponding Scene allows you to switch quickly to relevant Scenes.
(2) Edit or Remove Scene
At Home page, tap
at the top right corner or long press any one of the Scenes.
icons
will appear. Tap
to remove the relevant Scene. You can also tap a Scene card in the
middle to edit it.

9. Automation
(1) Set the timer
At Automation page, tap
at the top right corner, select “Time of Day” into timer creating
page.
Fill in the name of the timer, schedule the time and select a repeat mode. You can set it at a
specific time, or choose the sunrise and sunset time based on your location. You’re also able
to select “Before/After” at given sunrise or sunset option.
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For Effects, tap “Make this happen” into a new page, then tap
to select Devices or
Scenes you want to trigger by the timer. Tap
on the left to set the status of Devices
when triggered. If you want to remove a Device, swipe it to the left, and tap “Remove”.

With all settings done, you can tap “Preview” at Time of Day page to preview all the effects
going to be triggered. In the last step, tap “Save” at the top right corner to save the timer. All
timers saved will be listed at Automation page. You can enable or disable relevant
Automation options by taping
.
(2) View/Edit Automation
At Automation page, tap the Automation option into details page. You can view or edit this
Automation then. After editing, please remember to tap “Save” at the top right corner.
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(3) Remove Automation
Swipe the Automation card to the left at Automation page. You can remove that card by
tapping “Remove”.

10. Work with Alexa
(1) Go to Alexa app, tap the icon at the top left, select ”SKILLS & GAMES” and tap the search
icon at the top right. Enter “Linkind” and search.

Choose the displayed “Linkind”, then tap “ENABLE TO USE”. In the new page, fill in your
Linkind account and password, SIGN IN, then tap “authorize for Alexa”. After that, a message
telling you“ Linkind has been successfully linked” will appear. Till that step, you’re able to
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voice-control Linkind devices through Alexa devices.

We offer considerate after-sales service. If you have any questions for the installation or usage,
you can call us at our toll-free hotline 1-855-999-6677 (24hrs a day, 7 days a week), or contact us
via Amazon Email or the mail box(service@linkind.com) left on the package.
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